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Summary
Objectives: To select, present, and summarize the most relevant papers published in 2020 and 2021 in the field of Knowledge Representation and Knowledge Management, Medical Vocabularies and Ontologies, with a particular focus on health inclusivity and bias.
Methods: A broad search of the medical literature indexed in PubMed was conducted. The search terms “ontology”/“ontologies” or “medical knowledge management” for the dates 2020-2021 (search conducted November 26, 2021) returned 9,608 records. These were pre-screened based on a review of the titles for relevance to health inclusivity, bias, social and contextual factors, and health behaviours. Among these, 109 papers were selected for in-depth reviewing based on full text, from which 22 were selected for inclusion in this survey.
Results: Selected papers were grouped into three themes, each addressing one aspect of the overall challenge for medical knowledge management. The first theme addressed the development of ontologies for social and contextual factors broadening the scope of health information. The second theme addressed the need for synthesis and translation of knowledge across historical disciplinary boundaries to address inequities and bias. The third theme encompassed a growing interest in the semantics of data-sets used to train medical artificial intelligence systems and on how to ensure they are free of bias.
Conclusions: Medical knowledge management and semantic resources have much to offer efforts to tackle bias and enhance health inclusivity. Tackling inequities and biases requires relevant, semantically rich data, which needs to be captured and exchanged.
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1 Introduction
After the second year of the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, the global medical research community has had ample opportunity to witness, evaluate, track, compare, and learn in real-time from the unfolding of a global medical crisis. One fact that has been apparent throughout is that while all may have been facing the same storm, we have not been in the same boat: the impact of the pandemic has differed, from country to country, community to community, individual to individual, in ways that often tracked the pre-existing fault-lines that already delineated health inequalities before COVID-19 struck [1].

The recent edition of the Global Burden of Disease study [2] emphasises the strong correlation of health outcomes with socioeconomic factors – including educational achievements, gender, housing quality and safety, nutrition, and access to opportunities – and the accompanying need to broaden the scope of medical concern beyond the clinic. What the pandemic has further taught us is that the health of communities, societies, nations and the world as a whole are inextricably intertwined [3, 4].

The previous year’s survey article already discussed the role of knowledge synthesis in tackling the pandemic by enabling a global learning health system [5]. This year, we ask what medical knowledge representation and management can contribute to addressing global health disparities, reducing bias and ensuring health inclusivity – the answer, as we will see in what follows, is ‘a lot’ (Figure 1). Among the contributions identified in the survey, we see calls for an urgent need to transcend historical boundaries between countries, disciplines, and perspectives, for finding a common vocabulary for public health and for clinical medicine, for paying more attention to data about contextual and social factors within clinics, for working towards semantic interoperability between clinical, research and public health data, and for collecting sufficient data and the right sorts of data that are needed to counteract bias in health systems and address or mitigate the blockers to inclusivity.

A broad search of the medical literature indexed in PubMed returned 9,608 records for the terms ‘ontology’/‘ontologies’ or ‘medical knowledge management’ for the dates 2020-2021 (search conducted November 26, 2021). These were pre-screened based on their titles only for relevance to health inclusivity, bias, social and contextual factors, and health behaviours. Among these, 109 papers were selected for in-depth reviewing based on full text, of which 22 were selected for inclusion. Articles contributing primary results (not reviews) addressing ontologies, semantic resources, or knowledge-based information systems relevant for health inclusivity and bias were included. Selected papers were grouped into three themes, each addressing one aspect of the overall challenge of tackling bias and health inequalities within medical knowledge management.

First, the largest theme includes ontologies, vocabularies and semantic resources that have been developed to enhance the description and reporting of the social and contextual factors that drive health inequalities and bias. These include ontologies and vocabularies encompassing the social determinants of health, behavioural interventions to improve health, and for enhancing clinician-patient communication and dialogue. Capturing social and contextual information...
in a structured and reproducible way is an essential first step to understanding and developing systems that mitigate against biases and inequities. However, it is only a first step: such information needs to inform downstream research and practice if it is to lead to a mitigation of bias and inequity, and for that it may need to be integrated, translated and transformed. Thus, a second theme encompasses medical knowledge translation across boundaries, closing the medical and evidential knowledge and translation gaps between different perspectives and domains, and exploring the barriers to such translation, including data privacy requirements. Finally, we consider the role of a different type of knowledge in the form of medical artificial intelligence systems, which are trained on existing data in order to make predictions for unseen data and thereby support the work of clinicians. Trained predictive models carry the biases of the data they are trained on, but due to their many parameters they may obscure those biases in ways that are difficult to detect. There is a growing emphasis on training data semantics in mitigating against bias, and on enhancing the transparency and interpretability of those systems. Thus, the third and final theme encompasses semantic resource-based efforts to reduce and mitigate against bias in medical artificial intelligence systems.

2 Results

2.1 Ontologies for Social and Contextual Information

The Social Determinants of Health

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted health inequalities, and one aspect of this is the role of data inequalities in exacerbating those health inequalities. Outside of clinical care, the factors that affect health outcomes include the social and economic influences on the life course of an individual, which have been called the ‘social determinants of health’ [6] or ‘non-clinical determinants of health’. We will include in this scope both non-modifiable factors of individuals’ situations and environments, and modifiable risk factors such as smoking and other health-related behaviours. Addressing socioeconomic disparities often improves health – for example, antipoverty programs were found to reduce psychopathologies in US-based youth [7]. Tackling social and economic determinants of health, and predicting differential responses to treatments, involves annotation of social and contextual information that is generally under-reported even in public health contexts [8] and particularly in clinical data.

There is a wide gap between the variables that are relevant for research on the social determinants of health and the associated datatypes that are available in the clinic. There have been explicit calls to collect more data on social determinants of health in order to make health care more equitable [9, 10]. A recent rapid review [11] on combining data on social determinants of health with clinical data found 744 different social determinants of health across the literature, including socioeconomic status, material conditions such as housing and income, social circumstances, demographic measures such as household income, marital status, education (including health literacy), race and ethnicity, health-related behaviours such as smoking, diet, substance abuse, and environmental conditions such as transportation, buildings, and air quality. However, in clinical studies, the overwhelming majority of the studies only used aggregate, area-level information and combined this with individual-level clinical data by matching geographic location.

In order to enable clinical studies to incorporate important contextual information relevant for the social determinants of health, it would be ideal if existing clinical standard vocabularies could encompass these attributes. Although clinical standards such as Logical Observation Identifiers Names & Codes (LOINC) [12], the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [13, 14] and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [15] do incorporate some relevant terminology [16], gaps remain that need to be filled, and concerns about interoperability have led some to call for a dedicated effort to create a harmonised clinical ontology for this domain [17]. For example, ICD includes codes for ‘unemployment’, ‘change of job’ and ‘threat of job loss’, SNOMED-CT includes codes for ‘unemployed’, ‘chronic unemployment’, ‘changed job’, ‘dismissed from job’ and other health-related behaviours such as smoking, diet, substance abuse, and environmental conditions such as transportation, buildings, and air quality. However, in clinical studies, the overwhelming majority of the studies only used aggregate, area-level information and combined this with individual-level clinical data by matching geographic location.

In order to enable clinical studies to incorporate important contextual information relevant for the social determinants of health, it would be ideal if existing clinical standard vocabularies could encompass these attributes. Although clinical standards such as Logical Observation Identifiers Names & Codes (LOINC) [12], the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [13, 14] and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [15] do incorporate some relevant terminology [16], gaps remain that need to be filled, and concerns about interoperability have led some to call for a dedicated effort to create a harmonised clinical ontology for this domain [17]. For example, ICD includes codes for ‘unemployment’, ‘change of job’ and ‘threat of job loss’, SNOMED-CT includes codes for ‘unemployed’, ‘chronic unemployment’, ‘changed job’, ‘dismissed from job’ and other health-related behaviours such as smoking, diet, substance abuse, and environmental conditions such as transportation, buildings, and air quality. However, in clinical studies, the overwhelming majority of the studies only used aggregate, area-level information and combined this with individual-level clinical data by matching geographic location.

In order to enable clinical studies to incorporate important contextual information relevant for the social determinants of health, it would be ideal if existing clinical standard vocabularies could encompass these attributes. Although clinical standards such as Logical Observation Identifiers Names & Codes (LOINC) [12], the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [13, 14] and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [15] do incorporate some relevant terminology [16], gaps remain that need to be filled, and concerns about interoperability have led some to call for a dedicated effort to create a harmonised clinical ontology for this domain [17]. For example, ICD includes codes for ‘unemployment’, ‘change of job’ and ‘threat of job loss’, SNOMED-CT includes codes for ‘unemployed’, ‘chronic unemployment’, ‘changed job’, ‘dismissed from job’ and
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‘loss of job’, and LOINC includes codes for ‘homemaker’ vs. ‘employed’ vs. ‘retired’. Semantic alignment between these different coding schemes will not be trivial at all, and similar complexity plagues many aspects of social and contextual information.

One aspect of broadening the scope of clinical concern to address health inequalities is the use of social prescribing: clinical prescriptions of social and community-based interventions that aim to improve health by addressing the social determinants of health. Examples of interventions that might be available for social prescribing include referrals to sporting or social activities, training programmes, or social support services such as income or housing support. The UK’s National Health Service uses primary care social prescribing, and in order to enable better reporting of and analysis of the use of social prescribing, an ontology was created to formally describe types of social prescribing, which was implemented in primary care electronic health systems [18]. The ontology encompasses 668 codes for social prescriptions. Prior to the introduction of this new ontology within primary care systems, it was possible to record only ‘social prescribing offered’, ‘social prescribing declined’ and ‘referral to social prescribing service’ as classified beneath ‘finding’, ‘situation’ and ‘procedure’ respectively in SNOMED-CT. The new ontology encompasses detail about the specific types of social prescriptions, including addiction support services, housing support services, parenting support services, physical activity management services, and stress reduction support services among others. The ontology was evaluated in use by recording how often the codes were used in primary care. They found over 5 million instances of use compared to just 29,000 for the older less semantically specified codes.

Many electronic health records and clinical study questionnaires allow only a range of predefined codes for important demographic variables, thus there is an equity burden to ensure that such fields allow for comprehensive data capture to ensure data representativeness. Data that cannot be captured may result in minority personal attributes and experiences being erased. Within this scope, it is increasingly being recognised that there is a need for a more detailed and sophisticated ontology for gender, sex and sexuality. A new ontology that aims to address this gap is the Gender, Sex and Sexual Orientation ontology (GSSO) [19] which has been added to the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Library repository [20]. GSSO includes a wider range of gender and sexual identities than other clinical ontologies, such as SNOMED-CT, and is mapped to clinical reference vocabularies to enable interoperability with existing datasets. Although it does not report yet having been implemented in an electronic health record (EHR) setting, it was evaluated for comprehensiveness by means of a study of the terminology in the published literature. A particularly novel feature of the GSSO is its coverage of culturally specific gender identities within global geographic regions.

**Health Behaviours and Health Behaviour Change**

The pandemic has highlighted and underscored the enduring and inescapable relevance of human behaviour for health, and therefore also the necessity of developing effective interventions that aim to change human behaviour. A large-scale effort to develop ontologies for the formal description and annotation of behaviour change intervention data, and thereby improve the evidence base in this domain, is the Behaviour Change Intervention Ontology [21–23]. This ontology elaborates a model for behavioural interventions and studies thereof, and provides detailed and systematic vocabularies for different aspects of such interventions including their setting (where they happen) [24], how they are delivered [25], and by whom they are delivered [26]. Several additional modules of this ontology are still being developed [23], including a module for how behaviour changes (‘mechanisms of action’) and one for the methods and techniques that aim to facilitate behaviour change.

Dramatic and sudden changes in working and learning environments accompanied the pandemic, with many workplaces and classrooms becoming fully or partially remote during lockdowns, with consequently reduced quantities of social encounters and potentially reduced access to social support. In one study, an ontology-driven representation of individual psychological states and traits was used to characterise learner well-being during the pandemic [27]. An online psychological survey used a mix of measures including big five personality traits, depression screening, state and trait anxiety measures, feelings towards the pandemic, worries about mental and physical health, sentiments about social distancing, perceived difficulties identifying and representing emotions, changes in behavioural patterns, and general emotions. These diverse psychological measures were then classified into an ontology, and the ontology was used to reveal additional patterns in the survey data. For example, the ontology contains rules that map from personality traits to sleep behaviours, corresponding to known associations mined from the sleep hygiene literature. The ontology-based analysis highlighted entities around emotional and physical well-being, health-related behaviours such as sleep, and the individual’s social situation. Patterns of habitual behaviour were contrasted with once-off behaviours, and behaviour change was defined as a change in a pattern of behaviour rather than as a once-off behaviour.

Continuing the theme of ontologies for behavioural medicine, a lifestyle ontology for lifestyle medicine promotion to prevent prostate cancer was developed [28]. This ontology was built with 397 lifestyles and lifestyle-related factors associated with prostate cancer, including diet, habitual behaviours, social and environmental factors, sleep, sun exposure and others. The ontology draws on broader classes from the National Cancer Institute thesaurus (NCIt) [29] and SNOMED-CT for the development of its hierarchy. The objective of the ontology is to be used to clarify the evidence base in the face of contradictory findings about the relationships between various health behaviours and prostate cancer, e.g. what amount of alcohol consumption and of what type is safe? The need to clarify contradictory findings within a large and growing evidence base and the role of ontologies for that purpose was highlighted more than once: with smoking cessation still being one of the most effective behavioural changes to improve health, yet the evidence around new smoking cessation tools such as e-cigarettes being disputed, ontologies have been suggested as a path towards enhanced clarity for this evidence base [30, 31].
Clinicians are often on the frontline of the effort to counteract the effects of health misinformation on vaccine hesitancy [38]. As such, there is a need to develop supporting tools that are able to assist clinicians in managing these dialogues. One proposed tool [39] uses an ontology-based automated conversation agent to manage dialogues with patients about vaccines. This tool is based on a Patient Health Information Dialogue Ontology (PHIDO) [40] which provides terminology to support questions and answers around vaccines. The overall system that is developed includes a speech to text module, followed by a natural language processing module for the resulting text, which matches the free text to questions in the ontology using salient noun and verb phrases. The ontology and accompanying ontology-based reasoning is used to match questions with answers, after which the best-matched answer is returned. For evaluation, simulated questions are used rather than real questions from the target population, and the scoring of the answers is done manually. It would be interesting to see how this approach performed in real-world conversations.

An ontology-based automated dialogue system has also been proposed for use in determining the existence of adverse childhood experiences [41] and making accompanying recommendations designed to reduce the incidence of mental health conditions. This system is based on an ontology for adverse childhood experiences [42] which encompasses entities such as witnessing crimes, lack of housing, bullying, emotional neglect, food insecurity, poverty, placement in social care, involvement of justice department among others. Such adverse childhood experiences can have a profound impact on health outcomes across the life course of an individual.

2.2 Closing Knowledge and Translation Gaps

Interoperability and Translation

Interoperability of data and vocabularies is a perennial concern within the field of medical knowledge, and the accompanying concerns can hinder the adoption of new ontologies and vocabularies such as those surveyed above, if the new resources are not interoperable with the existing technologies and vocabularies. However, there is widespread agreement on shared underlying standards and best practices, such as the use of the Web Ontology Language for ontologies. In support of the exchange and sharing of annotated and structured data, there is a need for clinical data infrastructures that support the flexible and interoperable application of exchangeable - “pluggable” - semantic resources. One example of such an infrastructure is that developed by a national health data exchange programme in Switzerland [43].

There are well-known barriers to data exchange and interpretation between different health perspectives and teams, such as population health and the clinic, or between different health systems [5]. Supporting data exchange and semantic interoperability across a wider range of different contexts has the potential to bring benefits both for individual patients and healthcare workers, and for addressing broader objectives in health systems research. Knowledge work, including semantic harmonisation, is therefore needed at the boundaries between different disciplines, practices and healthcare systems, while at present, such work is largely carried out within and for specific focus areas rather than between them.

For example, it is necessary to enable data to be shared between healthcare and social care organizations [44] – currently very challenging in most health care ecosystems – and thereby promote the integration of social care with health care to create a more equitable health provision. Taking a social care perspective on clinical data may also reveal additional challenges in data quality: a recent study [45] found evidence of bias in the patterns of missing or present data in a clinical EHR, such that for certain groups, data were systematically under-reported (i.e., missing not at random). Evidence-based data quality improvement techniques for clinical EHR data on social determinants of health may reduce bias and improve quality overall.

Data interoperability across different health systems has also been proposed to be supported by an ontology [46] for continuity of care and a continuous care.
relationship. This effort, building on a Hospital at Home model, aims to support the management of individual care at home as far as possible and thereby enable the intelligent management of healthcare resources, using remote patient monitoring as far as possible together with a continuous flow of information.

There are other knowledge boundaries that do not primarily involve different data-types or disciplines or practices. For example, there are boundaries based on culture and language, which may operate at the interface between countries or communities. One paper calls for increased awareness of the fact that digital interventions may need to be culturally adapted [47]. This point may have particular relevance in mental health contexts, which form a large and growing application area for digital health interventions [48]. Translation of interoperable health information standards into different languages perennially requires nuance and sophisticated attention to intended semantics. In this light, a new rule-based method [49] is proposed to choose the best translation of Human Phenotype Ontology [50] labels into Japanese from among four candidate translations.

**Personalised Medical Knowledge**

A high profile recent article [51] calls for personalised profiles for disease risk prediction to capture a wider scope of health determinants, including environmental factors e.g., income, exposures, culture, lifestyle and other risk factors. The article suggests that these factors need to be combined with clinical measurements in order for each to contextualise the other and their interactions with genetic risk scores to achieve personalised medicine objectives. Several shortcomings of the current data available for personalised medicine are noted. Firstly, genetic information is largely biased towards white, middle class populations, and needs a broader basis among more-diverse populations. Secondly, there is a need to include non-genetic risk factors – data about social, cultural and economic factors – and also to include more real-time measurements of clinical state, to go beyond static one-time data. In this respect, it is interesting to note a recent ontology for the representation of time in clinical events, and of clinical temporal relations [52]. Finally, the article suggests a need to move away from tendency to collapse rich individual-level data into rigid (thresholded, binarised) clinical categories. Related to the non-representativeness of publicly available omics data for personalised medicine, another study [53] explored sex biases in publicly available gene expression data and found that while sex bias was low overall, it was high in some specific sub-fields dealing with particular conditions.

Many insights can be gained from re-use of interoperable, patient history-oriented clinical data together with other layers such as -omics data [54] for the better understanding of diseases, including viral diseases such as COVID-19. For example, better linking of patient history descriptions to viral genomic features has been proposed [55] and to share ‘patient status’ alongside viral sequencing information. However, in practice, such information is largely being supplied in free text, with semantically vacuous expressions such as ‘unknown’ and ‘not provided’ making up the largest fraction.

While much has been written in recent years about the potential for the use of clinical data for data-driven, personalised medicine, less has been written about the need to have data available for clinical decision-making based on the actual characteristics of patients in the clinic, which may not correspond to those of participants in randomised controlled trials after all. All applicable exclusions have been applied to arrive at a clean study group, and challenges remain in delineating to whom findings from randomised controlled trials can be taken to apply [56]. This points to the need for enhanced metadata systematically describing the population groups associated with such trials. An evaluation of the metadata [57] associated with clinical trial descriptions in the ClinicalTrials.gov repository concluded that trials are poorly annotated with structured terminologies overall – even with respect to the main condition targeted by the respective studies – and, importantly, the eligibility criteria for study participants lacked standardisation, which is a crucial element for interpreting their applicability.

**Data Privacy**

While efforts to enhance the reporting of social and contextual factors affecting health outcomes are welcome, and can be expected to lead to improved inclusivity and reduced bias in clinical datasets and the resulting research, better reporting of this type of information nevertheless poses an additional privacy challenge. The more information that is collected about an individual patient or research participant, the more difficult it is to ensure that person’s privacy even after overtly identifying information such as their name or date of birth have been removed. Different data-sharing strategies have been proposed to deal with the challenge while still enabling re-use of data for research purposes [58]. Data managers have a responsibility and legal obligation to ensure that information is securely stored, and only made accessible for those purposes for which the individual has given their consent. In some cases, only aggregate or encrypted data may be shared. Another strategy is to execute analysis algorithms in a distributed fashion on secure servers and return only their results without gaining direct access to secured datasets. However, even with distributed and secure processes, care must be taken as some approaches - such as ‘deep’ neural networks - can accidentally ‘leak’ private information from secured sources into their results.

### 2.3 Achieving Inclusivity by Design in Medical AI

Medical artificial intelligence (AI) encompasses the use of advanced technologies for machine learning and reasoning to solve challenges in healthcare, including image analysis and decision support. In many cases, such systems are sophisticated models with many parameters that have been trained, and their behaviour is dependent on the dataset on which they have been trained, on the structures and relationships that they have learned therefrom. In this sense, they can be said to be knowledge-based systems, even though their internal representation of knowledge is not explicit but rather implicit.
Interest in, and expectations of, medical artificial intelligence have been growing throughout the last decade, although recently concerns have also been growing about their risk of bias and exacerbating pre-existing inequalities [59, 60]. The World Health Organisation has issued a report [61] on AI in health describing six guiding principles for its design and use: ‘protecting human autonomy’, ‘promoting human well-being and safety and the public interest’, ‘ensuring transparency, explainability and intelligibility’, ‘fostering responsibility and accountability’, ‘ensuring inclusiveness and equity’ and ‘promoting AI that is responsive and sustainable’. It is increasingly being recognised that achieving many of these objectives will require a deeper inspection of the underlying data on which predictive models are based: inequalities and biases in medical artificial intelligence systems are driven by biases in the underlying training data.

Some biases that machine learning systems have been found to show reflect socioeconomic disparities with negative effects on health. For example, one study [62] found that a widely used artificial intelligence system that aims to identify health risks in the US systematically disadvantages Black persons. For a given risk prediction score, Black patients were found to be considerably sicker than White patients at the same risk prediction score. This disparity reduced the help that was made available to Black patients on the basis of the prediction system. The study determined that the bias arose because the predictive model used data relating to health care costs as a proxy for health care need, but pre-existing systematic economic disadvantages meant that the health care expenditures for Black persons in the dataset had been lower without the health care needs being concomitantly lower.

This finding is a reminder that data semantics cannot be ignored in the development of medical artificial intelligence systems, and also that clinicians and other healthcare workers must have the training and resources that they need to inspect and critically interpret the results of algorithms that are deployed in their healthcare settings. Effective quantification and communication of uncertainty in a model’s predictions and its sources could help to increase trust in the model by healthcare workers, and provide safeguards against known failure modes of current learning approaches [63]. Uncertainty can stem from different sources – noise, model parameters and model selection, and dataset shift. The sorts of high-dimensional data that typically form the input to train medical artificial intelligence systems has many more features than samples (the ‘curse’ of dimensionality) [64]. Thus, it is common that the resulting learned models are underspecified and prone to overfitting, and their performance may be overestimated even when using evaluation techniques such as cross-validation that hide a part of the input data in order to use it as a test of model performance. Model complexity and feature space should be limited during development and care should be taken to formally validate that the contextual features do not differ in unexpected ways between the training dataset and the data expected in the final deployment.

Healthcare artificial intelligence has also been found to cause concern to patients [65], who are concerned about the safety of artificially ‘intelligent’ devices, and who would like to see regulatory oversight and ultimate clinician responsibility over the use of such devices, with the discretion for treatment decisions remaining in the realm of clinicians and shared clinician-patient decision-making processes. Patients are concerned as to whether artificial intelligence could lead to new forms of discrimination, e.g., higher insurance premiums. These concerns relate at least in part to the contextual and semantic attributes of the underlying data on which such models are trained: is it accurate, representative, and unbiased? In order to evaluate whether this is the case, a necessary precondition is to collect and be able to explore information about the social and contextual variables that drive biases and inequalities in health-related datasets. And in case the available data is indeed determined to be biased, solutions must be found which enable training unbiased models nevertheless: for example, synthetic minority group cohort data may be generated [66] that explicitly enhances the representativeness of training datasets.

3 Conclusions

Each of the articles included in this survey contribute in some way to the overall goal of tackling bias and ensuring health inclusivity, by addressing different problems and barriers, many of which have been exacerbated by the ongoing pandemic crisis.

Differential distributions of health outcomes track pre-existing socioeconomic disparities, and patients are not always able to access treatments that they need. This has been shown to be particularly true in the context of global health through the pandemic, during which we have seen avoidable mortality and morbidity in part due to differential social determinants of health as globally distributed. The need for better understanding this problem necessitates describing and keeping track of the associated variables better, and for the ability to exchange such data globally, even while remaining mindful of the challenges associated with privacy preservation for individual patients and research participants.

Some aspects of the wider body of medical knowledge have been brought into the focus more as a result of the pandemic and are becoming more central, including for example behavioural science and its role in health promotion such as by reducing viral transmission. Better evidence from behavioural science needs to be combined with evidence arising from other aspects of clinical science, and in general the need for integration of the whole medical evidence base transcending disciplinary sub-divisions has been highlighted.

Finally, there are concerns about ways in which health information systems might be themselves exacerbating pre-existing biases and inequalities, for example due to poorer evidence bases for some sub-populations, or due to biases in algorithms. Health informaticians should be vigilant in canvassing our evidence to identify gaps and where representativeness is failing, as well as ensuring the interpretability and transparency of algorithms and predictive models linked to representativeness of underlying data. In other words, inclusivity will only be achieved by deliberate design – which, for health information systems, means semantic design.
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